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mation of counsel. 
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IN THE 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
AT RICH~IOND. 
SOUTH:BJRN RtAIL vV AY COl\IP .ANY 
vs. 
COHEN \VEENEN & COl\IP ANY. 
To the Honorables, the Ju.dges of tlze Supreme Court of Ap-
1Jeals of Vit·ginia: 
Your petitioner, the Southern Railway Company, a cor-
poration duly organized and existing by and under the laws 
of the S'tate of 'Tirginia, (hereinafter for brevity sometimes 
called the Hail way) respectfully showeth unto your Honors 
that it is aggrieved by a final judgment of the Circuit Court 
of the City of Norfolk, Virginia, entered on the 5th day of 
August, 1H29, in favor of Cohen Vveenen & Company, a cor-
poration organized by and under the laws of the l{ing·dom of 
Great Britain, (hereinafter for brevity sometimes called. the 
plaintiff), against the Southern Railway Company for the 
sum of $2,250.00, with interest thereon from the 16th day of 
June, 1925, until paid. ..A. transcript of the record in this case 
is herewith presented. 
TilE FACTS . 
.As we understand the testimony in tl1is case considered in 
the light of the verdict, and giYing· effect to the verdict of 
the jur),.. in favor of the plaintiff, the undisputed and ma-
terial facts are substantially as follows: 
On or about the 11th day of June, 1925, 115 hogsheads of 
leaf tobacco containing 133,718 pounds were delivered to the 
Southern Hailway Company a.t Danville, Virginia, by Dibrell 
Brothers, Inc., to be by the Southern Railwny Company trans-
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ported to Norfolk, Virginia, and there delivered and turned 
over to the International ~iercantile lVIarine Company for 
expqrt, and bills of lading were issued in Danville, which 
bills of lading were taken up and after the tobacco had ar-
rived safely at Norfolk new bills of lading were issued for 
transportation from Norfolk, Virginia, to London, England, 
and these bills of lading contained a clause exempting· the 
carriers from liability on account of damage resulting from 
the aet of God. (H., p. ·13.) 
On or about the 16th day of tT nne, 1925, while the tobacco 
was in the warehouse of the Railway Company at Norfolk, 
Virginia, or at Pinners Point, an extraordinary and unusual 
wind storm burst upon the warehouse· and blew the roof from 
the end of the warehouse next towards the Elizabeth R.iver, 
which wind .storm was accompanied by a downpour of rain, 
and the rain fell upon the hogsheads of tobacco and wet them 
to some extent. The rain lasted only a short time, and im-
mediately, after the rain, the ·Railway caused the tobacco to 
be moved from that part of the warehouse which had been 
unroofed, and stored in a portion of the warehouse that 'vas 
in perfect condition. The tobacco was to be transported 
from Danville to Norfolk, Virginia, and thence transported 
by Atlantic Transport Line to London, England, and there 
delivered, in like good order, with notice of arrival to be 
given to Cohen ·Weenen & Company. (R·., p. 2.) 
The Atlantic Transport Line was to send a ship to take 
the tobacco to London, and the Railway Company did not 
know when the sh1p· would arrive, and was in duty bound to 
hold the tobacco in readiness until the ship was prepared 
to take it. It did not know when the ship would arrive at Pin-
ners Point, and no ship had arrived when the storm unroofed 
the warehouse and the hogsheads containing the tobacco were 
rained upon. 
William Holmes Davis, a witness on behalf of the plain-
tift', testified that he was president of the Virginia Forward-
ing Corporation which was the representative of Dibrell 
Brothers, Inc., who shipped the tobacco. He testified that 
soon after the storm he was called up by some representative 
.of the Southern Railway and informed that the tobacco had 
been subjected to rain by reason of the storm blowing the 
roof from the warehouse and was requested as the repre-
~entative of the owners of the tobacco to come over and ex-
amine it; that he did go over, and did examine it, and that 
the Railway Company caused the hogsheads to be turned over 
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so he could examine them well, and he stated that he could 
not see any evidence of water damage on the outside, so he 
stated to the Railway Company as follows: 
"I can't tell, gentlemen, about this; the tobacco may have 
been damaged or it may not have been damaged, but, from 
the outside and from your telling me that a very little rain 
fell on it, I doubt very much whether it is hurt, but I cannot 
take the responsibility.'' (R., pp. 15-16.) 
The Railway did not know just when the ship would come 
to Pinners Point, and be ready to take the tobacco. 
The undisputed testimony shows that the warehouse was 
properly constructed, was in first class condition, and that 
the storm which unroofed it was unusual and extraordinary. 
vVhen the ship came to Pinners Point the tobacco was 
promptly loaded into the ship and transported to London. 
The Railway Company did not know when the ship would 
arrive, neither did it know whether or not the. tobacco had 
been damag-ed, and in fact from the appearance of the hogs-
heads there was no evidence of damage, as is shown by the 
plaintiff's own :witness, JVIr. Davis .. (R .. , p. 16.) The Rail-
way people did nothing to the tobacco except ship it away 
as soon as the ship was ready to take it. 
The plaintiff contends that it was .the duty of the Railway 
Company, under these circumstances, to have stripped the 
hogsheads from the tobacco, and examine it, and they in-
troduced a witness, fl. S. Smith, who operated a warehouse, 
who testified, in part, as follows: 
"If it develops that the water damage is only superficial, 
the cases are allowed to remain from the tobacco two or three 
days to give it an opportunity to dry out, and as soon as it 
develops tl1e tobacco has dried thoroughly the cases are put 
on and the tobacco allowed to I!O. If it develops the damage 
:-.; more than superficial and that water has· penetrated to 
considerable extent, the owner of the tobacco is notified so 
he can send a representative, together with the railroad rep-
resentative, to determine the damage and what is necessary to 
be done to remedy the condition or to secure payment.'' (R., 
p. 46.). 
Again (R·., p. 48), this witness says: 
"If the water had penetrated the tobacco to auy consid-
erable depth, any re-drier in the state would have been glad 
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to have 'vorked the tobacco for the account of whom it con.:. 
cerned and in all probability have saved it alL'' 
ASSIGN~IENT OF ERROR .. 
After the jury had found their verdict, the defendant, in 
apt time, proceeded as follows~ 
'' ~Ir. Williams: The defendant, by counsel, moves th~ 
court to set aside said verdict as contrary to the law and the 
evidence and enter up judgment for the defendant. The 
grounds of this motion are as follows: 
(1) The first defense was to the effect that tl1e roof of the 
warehouse was blown off" by an act of God. rrhe undiHputed 
testimony of officials at the vVeather Bureau in the City of 
Norfolk, of ~~rr. Friedman and others, showed conclusively 
that the wind and storm was unusual, extraordinary and un-
expected, and such occurrences constitute an act of God. It 
was shown conclusively that the warehouse was in first class 
condition and built of standard construction; that many other 
structures were blown away by the same wind. 
I, therefore, submit that if the jury found to the contrary, 
their verdict is contrary to the evidence and should be set 
aside. 
(2) Assuming that the wetting of the outside of the hogs-
heads was due to an act of God, and, therefore, that the de-
fendant is not liable, we come to the second point in the case. 
The plaintiff contends, even if this be so, that the carrier did 
not take proper care of the tobacco after it had been subject 
to t~e rain. 
As I understand the law, the carrier is bound to use rea-
sonable care, diligence and skill in the protection of cargo as 
_ )ong as it i~ in its possession. The facts in this· case show 
1
·.$: that the tobacco was sgbjec.t to a rain that lasted only a few 
. minutes. The railroad officials had no facilities for uncoop-
ering hogsheads and no means of sorting the tobacco and 
· drying it out. The tobacco was .en route to Loudon and a 
ship might call for it at any elate. Suppose the tobacco had 
been uucoopered and the ship had come ready t.o take it away, 
the shipper would doubtless have claimed that we had con-
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whole value of the cargo, which amounted to a very large 
sum of money, there being more than a hundred hogsheads 
of tobacco. 
The carrier had no means of knowing that the rain had pene-
trated through the ·wooden casings to the tobacco. 
Furthermore, the carrier called upon lVIr. William Holmes 
Davis, the agent of the shipper, and asked him to come to the 
warehouse; and Mr. Davis testified that he did, that the hogs-
heads were rolled over so that he could examine them care-
fully, and that he saw no evidence of water damage. He 
made no request that the tobacco be uncoopered, did not cable 
the owner of the tobacco for instructions as to what should 
be done, and if :Mr. Davis, the representative of the cargo 
owners, saw no evidence of water damage, why should the 
carrier be supposed to know more than he did and take the 
chances of ripping the covers off the tobacco when there ap-
peared to be no occasion therefor 1 · 
I submit that if the carrier had uncoopered the tobacco 
and it had been found not to be damaged, it would certainly 
have been liable to the shipper for such improper conduct. 
Furthermore, more than that, according· to the plaintiff's 
contention, the tobacco had been wetted by the rain and if 
the tobacco had been uncoopered and the tobacco sorted and 
dried out, surely this expense would have fallen upon the 
shipper, assuming that the destruction of the shed was an 
act of God. There was no attempt on the part of the plain-
tiff to show what this would have cost, which could easily 
have been done, and certainly whatever that would have cost 
should be deducted from the amount of the verdict of $2,250. 
Note: Which motion the court overruled and refused to 
enter up a verdict for the defendant, and to this ruling and 
action of the court the defendant then and there excepted.'' 
And the R.ailway Company now assig·us this action· and 
ruling of the Court in refusing to set aside the verdict and 
enter up a judgment for the defendant as error. 
It is submitted that the law of this case was correctly stated 
in instruction B (R., p. 56), and that the only dntJ~ of the 
R.ailway was to use such care and such diligence as a rea-
sonably prudent person would have taken to .care for the 
tobacco. It would hardly seem necessary to cite any authori-
ties to support this proposition of law. However, for the 
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convenience of the Court, we refer to J\~Ioore on Carriers, Sec-
ond Edition, Volume 1, page 309, where it says: 
""Where the results or natural consequences of an act of 
God may be- foreseen and guarded against, by 'the exercise 
of reasonable diligence, prudence, and foresight, a failure to 
do so would be negligence, and subject the carrier to dam-
ages, although the original cause was an act of God." 
The two warehousemen who testified for the plaintiff said 
it was their practice to strip the covers off of the tobacco 
when it had been subject to rain. They did not show there 
was any such general custom and they also showed that after 
the covers had been stripped off it was their practice to call 
on their owners to say what should be done. Smith's tes-
timony (R., pp. 46-49.) 
We call attention to the fact that he testified that they 
had to send some tobacco back from Newport News to Lynch-
burg to be re-worked. In this case the Railway Company 
called upon the representative of the owners of the tobacco 
and asked him what to do, and he stated that he saw no evi-
dence of water damage and would take no responsibility in 
the matter. It should also be borne in mind that tobacco in 
warehouses, subject to the entire control of the owners, is a 
different proposition from tobacco in a warehouse waiting in 
daily expectation of a ship to take it to London. 
It is earnestly submitted to this court that no reasonably 
prudent and careful person representing the carrier under 
the undisputed facts and circumstances of this case would 
have taken the responsibility of removing· the covers from 
the tobacco, of determining in his own judgment, or through 
the employment of .someone eh;e, what should be done with 
the tobacco, whether it should be_ left exposed to the air, and 
the action of the salt air at Pinners Point, or whether it 
should be sent to a re-drier, all at heavy cost and expense, 
and that too after the representative of the owner had de-
clined to make any such request, and had failed to take the 
matter up with the owners by cable, and further, in view of 
the fact that the ship might come for the tobacco at any d~y. 
For the agents of the carrier to have assumed to do all of 
this without instructions from the owners would certainly 
have been, in our judg-ment, a- most high-handed proc~edure 
and would unquestionably have brought a suit for damag-es. 
vVe submit that the undisputed evidence fails to show any 
la-ck of diligence or reasonable prudence on the part of the 
agents of the R.ailway Company. As will be seen by the 
\ 
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record, the tobacco was insured, and the suit was brought 
for the benefit of the insurance companies who had paid the 
·owners.· 
To justify a carrier in ripping off the covers of tobacco, 
or anything else in his charge, and proceeding to recondition 
the contents either on his own judgment or the recommenda-
tion of other people, is certainly a proceeding which should 
not be taken by a carrier unless it is clear that it is necessary 
and essential for the protection of the .cargo. 
It is submitted that the evidence as to the act of God was 
uncontroverted and that if the jury found against the de-
fendant upon the ground that it was not the act of God, the 
verdict is contrary to the law and the evidence, and should 
be set aside. 
Furthermore, the tobacco was packed in hogsheads. It was 
subjected to rain for only a short time and immediately after 
the rain ceased, was rolled in a dry place. We also call your 
attention to the fact that out of 115 hogsheads of tobacco 
weighing 133,718 pounds, and worth more than $50,000, the 
damage claimed was only $2,410.45, a large part of which was 
made up by the cost of reconditioning the tobacco, sorting it 
out and handling it in London, so it would seem that the 
actual damage to the tobacco, in proportion to its quantity 
and value, was slight. Of course, when the tobacco got to 
· London it all had to be unpacked, and if sqme of the hogs-
lleads were found undamaged it made no difference. If the 
Railway Company had undertaken to recondition this tobacco 
it would have been forced to take the covers off of all the 
l1ogsheads, probably to find some slightly wet on the inside 
and some not. Surely it would have been a bold thing to have 
assumed to incur all of this expense upon his own motion, 
for which expense the owners undoubtedly would have been 
liable, if it was a proper expe1ise, without some authority 
from the owners to proceed. 
The plaintiff certainly should have shown some estimate 
of the cost of stripping, recoopering·, and reconditioning the 
tobacco, all of which undoubtedly would have been a proper 
credit on the amount of damages. 
For the error a hove assigned, and in refusing to set aside 
the verdict and entering up judgment thereon, and in re- . 
fusing to enter ;judgment for the defendant, your petitioner 
}Jrays for a writ of error and s·upersedeas and that such judg-
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ment may be reviewed and reversed, and judgment entered 
for the defendant below. 
And your petitioner ''rill ever pray. 
SOUTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY. 
By "\VM. LEIGH WILLIA~IS, 
WIRT P. }fARKS7 JR. 
Its Attorneys. 
We,. William Leigh Williams and Wirt P .. Marks, Jr., At-
torneys and Counsellors at Law of the Supreme Court of 
Appeals of Virginia, do hereby certify that ·in our opinion 
it is proper that the decision in the above entitled action be 
reviewed and reversed by this honorable Court. 
. Received October 19, 1929. 
"\VM. LEIGH WILLIAMS, 
WIRT P. )fARKS, JR . 
R. H. L. C. 
Writ of error allowed and supersedeas awarded. Bond 
$2,500.00. . 
R. H. L. CHICHESTER. 
Novembe-r 18, · 1929. 
Received November 19,. 1929. 
H. S. J. 
VIRGINIA.: 
Pleas before tbe Circuit Court of the City of Norfolk,. 
at the Courthouse thereof, on vVednesday, the 14th day of 
.A.ugnst1 in the year of our Lord, Nineteen Hundred and 
Twenty -nine. 
BE IT RE~IEMBERED that heretofore, to-wit: In t11e 
·Circuit Court aforesaid, on the 14th day of ~{arch, 1927, came 
the plaintiff, Cohen W eenen & Company, a Corporation, and 
docketed its Notice of 1\Iotion for ,Judgment against the de-
fendant, Southern Railway Company, a Corporation, in the 
following words and figures : 
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To Southern Railway Company, a Corporation: 
TAI\:E NOTICE that on 1\IIonday, ~farch 14th, 1927, be-
tween the hours of 10:00 a. m. and 2 :00 p. m., or as soon 
thereafter as it can be heard, the undersigned will move the 
Circuit Court of the City -of Norfolk, Virginia, at its court 
room in said City, for a judgment in its favor against you 
for the sum of Two Thousand Four Hundred and Ten Dol-
lars and Forty-Fiv~ Cents ($2,410.45) with interest thereon 
at the rate of six per cent per annum from June 16, 1925, 
until paid, together with the costs of this proceeding. The 
aforesaid sum is due by you to the undersigned because of 
the following facts and occurrences : 
The undersigned is now, and was at all the times herein-
after mentioned, a corporation duly chartered under the laws 
of the l(ingdom of Great Britain, and you were 
page 2 ~ and are a corporation duly chartered under the laws 
of the State of Virginia, and a common carrier of 
persons and ·property for hire. There was delivered to you 
at Danville, Virginia, on J nne 11, 1925, by Dibrell Brothers, 
Inc., a corporation, in good order and condition, 115 hogs-
heads of leaf tobacco containing ·133,718 pounds marked and 
numbered as "BF'' #61/80, "CAO" ·#96/140 and "SB" 
:J:t:51/100 car numbers S'ou-254351, Son-152112, Sou-132912, 
Sou-134580, Sou-156774, Sou-35841 and Sou-121999 to be trans-
ported by you to Norfolk, Virginia, and there delivered, in 
like good order and condition, to International l\Iercantilc 
.Marine Co. "For Export". A bill of lading dated June 11, 
1925, for said shipment was issued and delivered by you to 
Dibrell Brothers, Inc. 
On June 17, 1925, at Norfolk, Virg-inia, there was exchanged 
by you for the aforesaid bill of lading another dated on the 
said 17th of June, 1925. In it you acknowledged the receipt nt 
Danville, Virginia, on the date aforesaid, from Dibrell Broth-
ers, Inc., consigned to its order London, England, notice of 
an·ival ~o be give11 to Cohen W eenen & Company, 52 Com-
mercial Road, London, Eng., of 115 hogsheads of leaf tobac.co 
containing 1-33,718 pounds, marked and numbered as '' BF" 
#61/80, "CAO'' #96/140 and "SB'' #51/100, cars. num-
bers Sou-254351, Sou-152112, Sou-1:32912, Sou-134580, Sou-
15G774, Sou-35841 and Sou-121999 and then undertook, jn 
consideration of the freight paid and to be paid, to transport 
said tobacco to Norfolk, Virginia, and cause it to be thence 
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transported by Atlantic Transport Line to London, 
page 3 ~ England, and there. delivered in like good order and 
condition, notice of arrival to be giYen Cohen 
vVeenen & Company. Said tobacco was, at the times herein 
mentioned, the property of the undersigned, shipped at its 
direction and for its account, and· said bill of lading was en-
dorsed and delivered to it. 
The above mentioned tobacco, the property of the under-
signed, was, after its delivery to you on or about June 16, 
1925, seriously damaged by rain while upon your pier or 
shed at Pinners Point where it had been put and was being 
kept by you, as the result of the entry of said rain through 
the roof of your said pier. The loss thereby occasioned, in-
cluding depreciation, handling, reconditioning, etc., amounted, 
as of the said 16th of J·une, 1925, to the sum of Two Thou-
sand Four Hundred Ten Dollars and Forty-Five Cents 
($2,410.45), payment whereof has been demanded and de-
clined. 
COIIEN "\VEENEN & CO~IP ANY, 
By BAIRD, WHITE & LANNING, 
Attys. for Plaintiff. 
The follo,,ring is the return upon the foregoing Notice of 
Motion for Judgment made by the S'ergeant of the City of 
Norfolk: 
EXECUTED Feby. 26th, 1927, by delivering a copy of the 
within to C. L. ·Candler, Exc. Genl. Agent Southern Ry. Co., 
a Corporation, in the City of Norfolk, wherein he resides and 
wherein the said Corporation is doing business. 
page 4 ~ C. I-I. TUMBLESON, 
City Sergeant, 
City of Norfolk. 
By E. ~f. D·ARDEN, Deputy. 
And thereupon, on said 14th day of ~{arch, 1927, in the 
Circuit Court aforesaid, tl1e following order was entered: 
Upon the motion of the plaintiff, lJy its attorneys, it is or-
dered that this notice of motion be docketed. And there-
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upon came as well the 'plaintiff, by its attorneys, Baird, 
\Vhite and Lanning, as the defendant, by its attorneys, Wil-
liams, Loyall and Tunstall, and thereupon the said defend-. 
ant, by its attorneys, pleaded the general issue, to which the 
plaintiff replied generally, and issue. is joined; and the fur-
ther hearing is continued. 
And at another day, to-wit: In the Circuit Gourt afore-
said on the 12th day of November, 1928: 
This day came as well the plaintiff, by its attorneys, Baird, 
White and Lanning·, as the defendant, by its attorneys, Wil-
liams, Loyall and Taylor, and thereupon on the motion of 
the plaintiff, the said defendant is required to file herein a 
·statement of its grounds of defense, and upon like motion of 
the said defendant, the said plaintiff is required to file herein 
a bill of particulars of its· claim, and the further 
page 5 ~ hearing is continued. · 
And at another day, to-wit: In the Circuit Court aforesaid 
on the 26th day of November, 1928: 
This day came again the parties, by their attorneys, and· 
thereupon with leave of Court the said defendant filed herein 
its answers to the interrogatories heretofore propounded to 
it by the said plaintiff, and with like leave of Court filed here .. 
in its answer and plea; to which the said plaintiff replied gen-. 
erally and the further hearing is continued. 
Note: The interrog·atories and answers :filed thereto, as 
set forth in the foregoing order, are not here copied into the 
record of this ease. The same having been, under stipula-
tion of counsel, separately certified to the Supreme Court of 
Appeals as an exhib~t in this case. 
The following is the answer and plea filed by leave of the 
foregoing order: 
ANSvVER AND PLEA. 
The Southern R-ailway Company for answer and plea to 
the notice of motion for judgment· filed against it in the Cir-
cuit Court of the City of Norfolk, says: 
It pleads the gm1eral issue to said notice of motion, anci 
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gives notice that it will rely upon all defenses which 
page 6 ~ can properly be shown under said plea, and it de-
nies each and every allegation of said notice. 
And it further says tha ton the 16th day of June, 1925,. 
while certain tobacco referred to in said notice of motion was 
in the warehouse of the Southern Railway :Company at Pin-
ners Point, that an unprecedented and ·enormous wind storm 
blew the roof from' the shed and permitted rain to come down 
in the shed and the hogsheads of tobacco were wetted with 
the rain; that the said warehouse w:as in first rate condition,. 
substantially and 'veil built, and that the destruction of the 
warehouse was due to the act of ·God, and without any negli-
gence on the part of this defendant; that wherever water 
was standing on the floor of the 'varehouse it was promptly 
let or, so that the hogsheads of tobacco would not be standing 
in any water. 
SOUTHER,N RAILWAY CO~IP1\.NY, 
By vV. L. \iVILLIA1IS,. 
Its Attorney. 
Note: The Bill of Lading attached to tl1e foregoing Answer 
and Plea is not here copied into the record of this case. The 
original of the same having been offered in evidence and un-
der stipulation of counsel, separately certified to the Supreme 
Court of Appeals as an exhibit in this case. 
page 7 ~ And at another day, to-wit: In the Circuit Court 
aforesaid on the 22nd day of December, 1928: 
At the request of the plaintiff, leave is given it to amend 
its notice of motion for judg·ment herein; 1. By inserting 
after "Cohen Weeneu Company, a corporation", in the title 
of this canse1 and after ''Cohen 'Veenen & Company", at the 
end of the notice of motion for judgment, the words 
· "Which sues for the use and ben,efit of fthe Northern As-
surance ,Company, Limited, Its Assignee and Subrogee". 
2. By adding to the notice of motion for judgment the fo1-
lowing: 
''The sl1ipper of said tobacco, Dibrell Bros., Inc., caused 
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it to be insured by the Northern Assurance Company, Lim-
ited, a corporation chartered and existing under the laws 
of Great Britain, for the benefit and account of Cohen "\V eenen 
& Company, the owner, and when the aforesaid damage to 
the tobacco was discovered The Northern Assurance Com-
pany, Limited, paid to Cohen vVeenen & Gompany, the loss 
so occasioned, amounting to L457 17 s 5d, and it thereupon, 
in consideration of said payment, transferred, assigned, set-
over and delivered unto the said Northern Assurance Com-
pany, Limited, all its 'rights, title and interest in the said 
goods insofar as the above damage is concerned, and any pro-
ceeds and/or amount which may be recoverable in respect to 
the same'. The said Northern Assurance Company, Limited, 
as. the result of said payment, became, by operation of law, 
subrogated to all the fights of the said Cohen 
page 8 ~ Weenen & Company against the defendant because 
of the aforesaid damage to said tobacco.'' . 
And the said notice of motion is amended in the particu-
lars aforesaid. 
And at another day, to-wit: In the Circuit Court afore-
said, on the 5th day of August, 1929: 
This day came again as well the plaintiff, by its attorneys, 
Baird, White and Lanning, as the defendant, by its attorneys, 
Williams, Loyall and Taylor, and thereupon came a jury, to-
wit: J. J\f. Mack, vV. E. Thomas, S. N. Houg·h, W. D. Hut-
ton, J. L. :McCourt, "\V. C. Cooke and J. R. Urquhart, who 
were swon1 to well and truly try the issue joined and having 
fully heard the evidence and argument of counsel retired 
· to their chamber to consider of their verdict and after some-
time returned their verdict in the following words, to-wit: 
''We, the jury, find for the plaintiff and assess the damages 
in the sum of $2,250.00, v.ith interest from June 16, 1925." 
And thereupon the said defendant, by its attorneys, moved 
the Court to set aside the verdict of the jury and grant it a 
new trial on the ground that the same was contrary to the 
law and the evidence. 'Vhieh said motion having been fully 
heard and maturely considered by the Court is overruled, to 
which action of the Court in overruling said motion tlie said 
defendant, by its attorney duly excepted. vVhereupon it is 
considered by the Cou.rt that the said plaintiff recover ag-ainst 
the said defendant the sum of Twenty-two hundred 
-page 9 ~ Fifty Dollars, ($2,250.00) as by the jury in its ver-
dict ascertained ·with interest ·thereon from the 
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16th day of June, 1925, until paid, together with its costs 
about its suit in this its behalf expended. To which action 
of the Court in entering said judgment the said defendant, 
by its attorneys, then and there duly excepted . 
. And thereupon the said defendant having signified its in-
tention of applying to the Supreme Court of Appeals of 
Virginia for a writ of error and supersedeas to the judgment 
herein, it is ordered that execution upon said judgment be 
suspended for a period of sixty days from the end of this 
term of Court upon the said defendant, or someone for it, 
entering into and acknowledging a proper suspending bond 
before the Clerk of this Court in the penalty of three thou-
sand dollars, conditioned according to law with surety to be 
approved by said Clerk. 
And now at this day, to-wit: In the Circuit Court afore-
said, in vacation, on the 14th day of August, in the year, 1929, 
the day and year first herein above written: 
This day came ag·ain the parties, by their respective coun-. 
sel, who thereupon consented to the entry of this order in 
vacation. 
Thereupon the defendant tendered its bill of exceptions 
to certain ru!ing·s of the Court on the trial of the case, which 
said bill of exceptions is numbered one. And it appearing 
to the Court that the ~said plaintiff had had due 
page 10 ~ notice of the time and place application would be 
made. for the signing of the same it is duly signed, 
sealed and made a part of the record in this cause, together 
with the original exhibits which are this day separately cer-
tified, all of which is within sixty days from the date on which 
final judgment was entered herein. 
And thereupon on said 14th day of August, 1929, the fol-
lowing stipulation, entered into by counsel, was filed with the 
papers in this case. 
IT IS' STIPULATED AND AGREED-by and between the 
above named plaintiff and the above na.med defendant, by 
counsel, that the original exhibits referred to in the testi-
mony set out in the bill of exceptions shall be certified by 
the Clerk and forwarded as a part of the record to the Clerk 
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of the Supreme Court of Appeals without copying the same 
into the record. 
COHEN WEENEN & COMPANY, 
By BAIRD, WHITE & LANNING, Counsel. 
SOUTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY, 
By W. L. WILLIAMS, Counsel. 
The following is the Bill of Exceptions filed and made a 
part· of the record by the foregoing order: 
page 11} BILL OF EXCEPTIONS N·O. 1. 
In the Circuit Court of the City of Norfolk, Virginia. 
Cohen W eenen & Company, a corp., 
vs. 
Southern R·ailwa.y Company, a corp. 
BE IT REl\iEl\iBERED, that upon the trial of this case 
and after the jury had been sworn to try the issue joined in 
this case the plaintiff and defendant respectively as herein-
after indicated, to sustain the issue upon their respective parts 
introduced the following evidence: · 
page 12 ~ ~ir. Baird: If your Honor please, I offer in 
evidence for the plaintiff these documents: First, 
I offer a letter from Mr. Williams, dated October 13th-
1\'Ir. Williams: vVhy can't we make a stipulation about all 
this business? I admit you owned the tobacco, and I think 
all of tha.t has been stipulated already. Say that the defend-
ant admits that Cohen Weenen & Company, the plaintiffs 
l1ere, were the owners of the tobacco. 
Mr. Baird: We offer in evidence this stipulation: 
"It is stipulated by and between the undersigned that while 
the tobacco mentioned and described in the notice of motion 
in the above entitled case was in the process of being trans-
ported from Danville, Virginia, to Loudon, England, the said 
tobacco became and was damaged, including depreciation, " 
handling, re-conditioning and so forth, amounting to the sum 
of $2,250, as of J nne 16, 1925. '' 
We offer in evidence this stipulation, that the bills of lad-
ing and policies attached are authentic .. 
16 ·. Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia. 
) 
We offer in evidence agreement in the shape of a letter 
dated January 4, 1924, with the attached policies, the certifi-
cate issued on the policies and the assignment from Cohen 
vVeenen & Company to the insurers. This suit is in the name 
of Cohen W eenen & Company for the benefit of the insurers. 
Note: The letter referred to is :filed and is as follows: 
pager 13 ~ "Norfolk~ 'ra., January 4, 192~. 
"Messrs: Baird, White ~ Lanning, 
"Law Building, 
. ''Norfolk, Virg·inia. 
''Dear Sirs : Southern Railway Company v Cohen 
Weenen & Co. 
"It is agreed that t he attached are true co.pies of the 
insurance policy, the certificate of insurance and the assign-
ment by Cohen W eenen & Company to the Northern Assur-
ance Company, Ltd., and that the copies of the bills of lad-
ing attached to the interrogatories of the plaintiff and de-
fendant are true copies, and that they may be introduced in 
evidence; that insurance was ·obtained by Dibrell Bruthers, 
Inc., the shipper of the tobacco, from the. Northern Assurance· 
Company, Ltd. for the benefit of Cohen Ween en & Company, 
the consignee, and that L 457 17 s. 5 d. was paid by the North-
ern Assurance Company, Ltd. to Cohen Weenen & Company 
in settlement of the loss sustained by the latter as a result 
of the damaged condition in which the tobacco arrived, and 
that Cohen W eenen & Company, in consideration of said pay-
ment, assigned. its elaim against tile defendant to the North-
ern Assurance Company, Ltd. It is further agreed that the 
plaintiff has furnished to the defendant the information asked 
for in the interrogatories filed by it~ 
''Very truly yours, 
. •') r• ~. 
"W. L. WILLIA~fS. '' 
l'Ir. Baird : We also offer in evidence the bill of lading 
which is mentioned in the stipulation and att~ched to the in-
terr~ga tories. 
Note: These are filed marked Exhibit No. 3. 
, 
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Mr. Baird: There is .no use in reading the bills o! lading. 
We agreed on what they contain. The goods were received 
in apparent good order and condition, and they contain the 
claim which ~Ir. Williams relies on about the act of God. 
w·e offer in evidence notice from Southern R-ail-
page 14 }- way Company to International Mercantile Marine, 
showing when these goods were received, dated 
15th of June, 1925. · 
. Note : This paper is filed as Exhibit No. 4. 
1\tir. Baird: We offer iri evidence the interrogatories and 
the answers and the bill of lading attached to the answer. 
I would like .to read one interrogatory and the answer: 
"Was it known to you that the cargo had been subjected 
to rain and that the packages were wet and stained by water 
before delivery was made to Atlantic Transport Line1 If 
your answer is in the affirmative, state whether anything, ana 
and if so, what, was done to prevent or diminish possible loss 
to the tobacco, and wha.t, if any, notice of its condition was 
givei~ by you to the Atlantic Transport Line. State whether 
yoi1 made any examination of the tobacco, and, if so, what~ 
"It was known that the packages had been subject to rain 
before delivery made to the Atlantic Transport Line. N oth-
ing was done to diminish any possible loss because it was 
not known that there was any loss, and there was nothing that 
could be done. The Atlantic Transport Line saw and knew the 
condition of the packages at the time it received them, made 
no ~xamination of the packages, had no right to rlo so." 
.I offer those interrogatories and answers, and the attached 
bill of lading, and especially interrogatory No. 6 and the an-
swer to it which I have read. 
Note: These papers are filed as Exhibits Nos. 5 and 6. 
page 15 ~ "\VILLIA~I HOLl\IES DAVIS, 
a witness on behalf of the plainti_ff, being duly 
sworn, testified as follows: 
Examined by ~fr. Baird: 
Q. l\Ir. Davis, give us your name, business and residence, 
pleasef 
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A. William Holmes Davis; President Virginia Forwarding 
Corporation. We represent shippers, exporters and i'mport-
ers. 
Q. What is the Virginia .Forwarding Company¥ 
· A. We represent, as I just said, exporters and importers. 
Q. Did you handle this shipment of tobacco from Dibrell 
Brothers, in Danville, about which we have been talking to 
the jury? • 
A. We were their representatives here. 
Q. vVhat was your duty in connection with the tobacco?· 
Just what did you do with regard to the handling of it? 
A. The only obligation that" I had was to arrange for the 
transportation on the steamer and look after delivery to the 
steamer, as handling the papers, but,. of course, not having 
anything to do with handling the shipment itself at all. 
Q. Did you have any conversation with respect to the fact 
that this tobacco had been exposed to rain, with any official 
of the S'outhern Railway Company·! 
. A. They called me up and told me it had been exposed. 
Q. vVho called you up, do you know1 
A. I am not sure. Some representative of the Southern 
R-ailway. 
page 16 ~ Q. What did he tell you 1 
A. They told me that the pier had been unroofed 
.by a storm and the tobacco exposed to the rain for a short 
.time, then had been removed under cover, and asked if I could 
come over and see what I thoug·ht about it, whether it had 
been damaged or not. 
Q. Did you go .to the office o·f the Southern Railway? 
A. I went to the pier. 
Q. Did you see lVIr. Candler, or with whoin did you talk~ 
A. I am not sure with whom I talked. 
Q. Tell us all that passed between yoti and the represen~a­
tives of the Southern Railway with respect to this tobacco 1 
A. I don't know that there is anything else to fell except 
this: In compliance with their request I went over; the to-
bacco, at that time, was under cover. It had been placed 
there. They had some men to roll these hogsheads over so I 
might look at them and see if I could see any evidence of 
water damage. Of course this was five years ago. ~fy recol-
lection is that, as they turned them over, I didn't ~ee evidence 
of water damage on the outside, so I stated to them,..'' I can't 
tell, gentlemen, about this; the tobacco may have been dam-
aged or may not have been damaged, but, from the outside 
and from your telling me that a very little rain fell on it, I 
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doubt very much whether it is hurt, but I cannot take the re-
sponsibility." · 
page 17 ~ Q. What did they say that they were going to 
do-to ship it, or not? 
A. I don't remember anything at that time. ~Iy impres-
sion is that whoever would have authority to pass on the 
shipment was not present at that time, and it was referred. 
Q. Have you stated to us substantially all that occurred? 
A. So far as my memory goes, yes, sir. 
By the Court: 
Q. Mr. Davis, you said it was under cover; do you mean it 
was in a warehouse~ · 
A. It was in the same warehouse, your Honor. If ·my 
memory serves me rightly, the storm unroofed the section 
of this pier down the river and in a diagonal way. Now, this 
was under the place that was unroofed, that part of it, but 
it was moved back to the inshore. 
Q. I wanted to know if it was inside of the warehouse t 
A. Oh, yes, sir, it was under cover when I saw it. 
Q. You mean by "under cover" it was in the warehouse? 
A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. Baird: 
Q. Do you remember the date of this conversation t-hat you 
had with the Southern R.ailway representatives? 
A. I do not. 
Q. It ·was shortly after the damage, or how long after, can 
vou recall~ 
w A. There is one point that may bear on this case. 
page 18 ~ It is five years ago, and I am giving the best I 
know how my recollection of it, but I was told-
J\.fr. Williams: (Interposing) One minute, Mr. Davis. In 
the court house they don't let people say what was told them. 
1Bv ~fr. Baird: · 
' "Q. You have told all you remember according to your hest 
recollection, have you? 
A. Well, yes, sir, unless I might give all the evidence that 
was given me as to whether or not the tobacco was damaged. 
Q. State whatever the Southern R-ailway people told you Y 
Mr. Williams: I have admitted that the tobacco was dam-
aged and was damaged to the extent of $2,250. What els~ 
do you needf 
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Mr. Baird: It is a question what was done to it after it 
was damaged. 
The Court: If he knows anything from a representative of 
the railway. 
Mr. Baird: I will leave him with Mr. Williams, your Honor .. 
That is enough. 
Mr. Williams: I have no questions for Mr. Davis. 
The Court: Stand aside. 
page 19 ~ Mr. Baird: Let the record show that the de-
fendant admits that the claim for this damage· was 
ma~e in proper time. 
The Plaintiff res.ts. 
)· 
A. E. ~IATilESIN, 
a witness on behalf of the defendant, being duly sworn, tes-
tified as follows: 
Examined by ~!r. Williams: 
Q. Mr. Mathesin, you are over hventy-one years of age, 
are you notY 
A. Yes, sir .. 
Q. What is your business¥ 
A. Foreman of the cable department of the Telephone Com-
pany. 
Q. Do yon recall the c.ondition of affairs· that oc.currecl 
here on the 16th day of J uue, 1925, or have you any memo-
randum of what ooourred at that time from which you can 
refresh your recollectimit 
A. I have 1\fr. Wagner's diary I1ere showing "'e had a se-
vere storm on that date, and I remember the occasion per-
fectly well. I am not sure about the date, but I remember the 
trouble. 
Q. Will you tell the jury wl1at 'vas the extent and char-
acter of that storm? 
A. We had a very severe windstorm at that particular 
time. As I say, I am not sure about the date, but 
page 20 ~ the date is in Mr. Wagner's diary. All our records 
have been destroyed since that storm. 
Q. Tell the jury what damage it did~ 
A. We had several trees to blow over-I should sav fhre 
or six big trees; we had a couple of big ones out in that sec-
tion we are talking about in Glasgow Street, Portsmouth, and 
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some at Berkley and some at Pinners Point, two or three 
g-reat big• trees that blew down over our cables and tore down 
our cables and poles. 
Mr. Williams: The witness is with you.· 
CROSS EXAMINATION. . 
By ~Ir. Lanning: 
· Q. Are you sure you are talking about the 16th of June, 
19257 We have had several windstorms, haven't we, in the 
last few years 7 
A. As I say, I am not posit\ve about the date, but ~Ir. 
"\Vagner has the date in his diary. 
By Mr. Williams: 
Q. Do the records you have in your l1and show the date? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q .. What date do they show? 
A. June 16th. 
Q. 'Vhat yearf 
A. 1925. 
By ~Ir. Lanning: 
Q. I thin}I you said the record had been de-
page 21 ~ stroyed 1 
A. Yes. 
Q. This is a recent memorandum by J\Ir. Wagner7 
A. No .. He makes it every day .. lie makes it in his office, 
and that is the only record we have. 
Q. Have you any personal recollection of this :Storm? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you know it was on the 16th of June¥ 
A. I couldl.1 't say the exact date. 
Q. There have been s~veral storms, right bad :;torms, in 
the last three or four years, haven't there? 
A. Yes, sir, 've have. 
Q. And the storm you have in mind might be some different 
storm than the storm on t.he 16th of June 7 
A. No, sir. 
J\fr. Lanning: That is all. 
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RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Williams: 
Q. Counsel asked you if it might be some other date. nfost 
anything might be, might it notY 
A. What do you mean? 
Q. He asked you might it be some other date than the 
16th day of June ; that is possible, isn't it·? 
A. Well, according to this, this states the trouble that , .... e 
had on that date. As far as my recollection is concerned, I 
can't state definitely whether it was the 16th day 
page 22 ~ of June. The diary says it was the 16th day of 
June, and I remember the trouble on Glasgow 
Street in Portsmouth. • . 
Mr. Williams: ·That is all, ~Ir. 1\IIathesin. You can go. 
S. J. POPE, 
a witness on behalf of the defendant, being duly sworn, tes-
tified as follows: 
Examined by Mr. Williams: 
Q. 1\ir. Pope, will you tell the jury, please, what is your 
business? 
A. Superintendent of transportation for Virginia Electric 
& Power Company in Portsmouth: 
-Q. How were you engaged on the 16th of June, 1925? 
A. Acting in that capacity-superintendent of transporta-
tion. 
Q. Did you have charge of the maintenance of ·the wires 
and so forth of the company t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you recall or have you any memorandum from which 
you can refresh your memory with reference to a storm on 
the 16th day of J nne, 19251 
A. Yes, sir, I have a daily report. 
Q. Have you got it with you? 
· A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. Have you got any independent memory of 
page 23 ~ that storm 
A. No, sir, I haven't. 
Q. Refreshing your memory from that memorandum made 
at the time, tell the jury, please, what was the character of 
the· storm-the extent of it and so forth? 
A. From the memorandum which I hold in my hand, the 
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storm must have broke about 2 :15, as we had what we term 
the Pinners Point, Port Norfolk, Westhaven Line blocked 
out at High and Watson on account of a tree blo·wing down 
across a double track, pulling down one trolley line. 
Mr. Lanning: I think the witness did not read the report 
if he has no memory of it. 
Witness: I am giving you what 've term is the iiJspector 's 
report made out in detail. I will not go into detail if you 
say not. 
By Mr. Williams: 
Q. Mr. Pope, you are being instructed by the judge but 
not by counsel. Tell the jury, by refreshing your memory, 
the character of that storm' 
A. That was on High Street and Watson Avenue, just three 
blocks west of the Norfolk & Portsmouth Belt Line R.ailruad. 
We were blocked again in Park View, at Spratley and Parker 
Avenue, also by a large tree across the line. That was be-
tween 3 :35 and 4:15. P. ~I.; showing the duration of the 
storm. 
By the Court : 
Q. You say it started at 2 :15? 
page 24 ~ A. At 2 :15 the tree blew down at High and Wat-
son and at 3 :55 we had one to blow down in Park 
View. Also at 3:03 P. J\L a car running west on High Street, 
101, the front vestibule glass was blown out, reported by the 
operator to be broken by hail. 
By Mr. Williams: 
Q. You say you have no independent recollection of the 
matter.? 
A. No, sir. 
Mr. Williams : You can examine him. 
CR.OSS EXA~IINATION. 
By Mr. Lanning: 
Q. Does that record show how much rain fell? 
A. No, sir. 
Mr. ~anning: That is all. 
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H.· P. FRIEDMAN, 
a witness on behalf of the defendant, being duly sworn, tes-
tified as follows : 
Examined by 1Yir. Williams: 
Q. What is your business, Mr. Friedman f 
A. Traffic manager for the Portsmouth Cotton Oil Refin-
ing Corporation. 
Q. How were yon engaged on the 16th of J nne, 1925 f 
A. In that capacity. 
page 25 ~ Q. }.fr. Friedma!l, have you any remembrance 
of the storm which occurred on the 16th of June, 
1925? 
A. I do not recall the exact date, but I have some knowl-
edge of this particular storm. 
Q. Will you tell the jury what was the extent and char-
acter of that windstorm y . 
A. It was quite a severe windstorm, and it took the roof 
off about half of the pier of the So11thern Railway, No. 4, I 
oelieve, and we happened to have some oil in that pier at that 
time, and I went over that afternoon and saw nfr. Parker. 
He was busily engaged in removing the oil to a place of shel-
ter. We also had at Pinners Point at that time some facilities 
that we had erected for the unloading of imported vegetable 
oil. Those facilities were completely demolished. 
Q. What did you call them~ -
A. Unloading facilities through whicl1 w·e unloaded im-
ported vegetable oils. Those facilities that we figured were 
very well built were just annihilated-torn down-blown 
down. 
Q. What was the character of the facilities? "\Vhat was 
the nature of them? . 
A. Thos~ facilities consisted of, you may :::ay, trestles and 
pipes. The trestles were built of heart pine, long leaf heart 
pine, r believe; they were set in concrete, which was abo!lt 
six feet deep. 
Q. And then you had those iron pipes f 
A. Those iron pipes extended about several hun-
page 26 ~ dred feet along the railroad property and along 
the pier. 
Q. What was the size of those _pipes? 
A. I think that they 'vere six in.ch pipes. 
Q. Iron .pipes? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Tell the jury what did the storm do to those facilities? 
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A. It just blew the pipes down .and uprooted the stanchions 
that formed the trest1~-just ruined them. 
Q. Now, Mr. Friedman, were those facilities you are talk-
ing about c.lose by the Southern Railway pier that was un-
roofed? 
A. Yes, sir, they ran along the Southern Railway prop-
erty several hundred feet along· along the roof quite some 
length, I don't know just how far, but I would say forty or 
fifty feet. . 
Q. Were they in the same track as the storm which struck 
the Southern Railway? 
A. Yes, sir. If this was the pier (illustrating), this pipe 
t·an right along the top of the warehouse or pier. 
J'vir. Williams: Answer the questions of Mr. Lanning. 
CROSS' EXA1IINATION. 
By J\1:r. Lanning : 
Q. Mr. Friedman, you say the pipe ran along the roof of 
the shed! 
A. Yes. 
Q. Are those the facilities you are speaking of 
page 27 ~ you have there for discharging cargo? 
A. That is a part of them. 
Q. And when the roof was torn off, the pipes and other 
things went with it 7 
A. I don't know which went first, but I know that the pipe 
was all torn down and uprooted. 
Q. It all went together? 
A. It was all the result of one storm. 
Q. I mean the roof and the facilities went together? 
A. I was not there. I don't know just how technical you 
are trying to be, but I would not say that they went simul-
taneously. 
Q. The pipe was on that part of the roof which blew off, 
wasn't it? 
A. Yes, sir. 
1\ir. Lanning : That is all. I I' 
RE-DIRECT EXA~IINATION. 
By ~Jr. "\Villiams: 
Q. You say these pipes of yours were on the roof of the 
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Southern Railway building;. isn't it a fact that that roof did 
not blow away? That is blew away your facilities, but did 
not blow away that part of the roof1 
A. Yon are correct about that. 
Q. What happened was, it blew your facilities off the roof; 
isn't that right f 
page 28 ~ A. I think that would be a correct statement, yes, 
sir. 
Mr. Williams: That is all, ~Ir. Friedman. I much obliged 
to you for coming over. 
CHARLES H. RICHAR.DSON, 
a witness on behalf of the defendant, being duly sworn, tes-
tified as follows : 
Examined by Mr. Williams: 
Q. \'Vhat is your name, please? 
A. Charles H. Richardson. 
Q. What is your business 1 
A. Meteorologist of the local weather bureau-in charge 
of. the local weather bureau. . 
Q. Have you got a.ny records with reference to the state 
of the weather on the 16th of June, 1925? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, ~Ir. Richardson, please tell the jury whether there 
was a storm on that date? 
A. Yes, sir, there was a storm on that day. 
Q. N o,v, tell the jury what was the nature and extent and 
-character of that storm-whether it ''las ordinary, or un-
usual and extraordiuary1 
A. Well, I will read the notes given an that date: "Fair 
and warm, followed during the early afternoon by a moder-
ately severe thunder storm and an unusually heavy squall. 
Thunder was first heard at 2 :04, the storm mov-
page 29 ~ ing from the northwest. Last thunder heard 4 :50 
P. ~I. The squall began at 2 :13 P. 1\L, ending at 
f2 :24 P. :1\'I., attaining a maximum velocity of seventy miles 
· from the northwest at 2:17 P. l\L, and an extreme of eighty-
six miles began about 2:20 P. l\f. J\;fany trees and telephone 
wires were blown down. Several plate glass windows smashed 
and the roof of a warehouse at Pinners Point blown ·off. Sev-
.eral persons were injured by flying· glass.'' Those are the 
notes entered on that date. 
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· Q. W oul(L you call that an unusual a.nd extraordinary blast 
of wind for this part of the world? 
A. Well, I think I can state it this way, so that it may be 
thoroughly understood, that the highest wind that we ever 
had in Norfolk is seventy-six miles an hour with an extreme 
of one hundred and five. On that day it was seventy miles 
'vith an extreme of eighty-six miles. . 
Mr. Williams: The witness is with you, gentlemen. 
CROSS EXAJ\,fiNATION. 
By Mr. Baird: 
Q. Would you say that that storm could be characteri~ed 
.as a hurricane or a tornado or. a twister or anything of that 
sort? 
A. Neither one. 
~Ir. Baird: That is all. 
})age 30 }- L. B. ~IITCHELL, 
a witness on behalf of the defendant, being duly 
sworn, testified as follows: 
Examined by 1\tir. Williams : 
Q. Mr. :Mitchell, how are you employed .now? 
A. Bridge and building inspector, Southern R.ailway. 
Q. How were you employed June 16, .. 19~5? 
A. I was bridge foreman, but was not in Norfolk; I was in 
Washington. 
Q. Did your duties require you to make inspection· of this 
·warehouse which was unroofed on J nne 16, 1925 ~ 
A. Yes, sir. ~Iy business was inspector. 
Q. Did you actually make inspection of that building? 
A. We generally make a round about once a month inspect-
ing buildings and docks. 
· Q. Were you, at that time, familiar with the character of 
that warehouse 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Will you please tell the jury how it was built and what 
w·as its condition? 
A. Well, it was built with what we call a trestle building-
a large truss running through eighteen foot centers, and 
across those beams was a four by fourteen eighteen feet long. 
itunning across that were rafters two by six, and on that was· 
.J' 
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a sheathing,. solid sheathing, and then the roofing on top of 
that. · 
Q. How did that construction compare with or-
page 31 }- dinary construction for such warehouses? 
A. It was good. 
Q. Tell the jury whether or not the building was in good 
condition-whether or not the timbers \vere rotten or whether 
they were sound 1 Tell the condition of the building? 
A. I stated I was in Washington at the time. When I got 
back on Saturday the timbers had been g·otten up in piles, 
but I examined the. timbers closely and ther·e was not an un-
sound piece of timber in the roof. 
Mr. Williams: Yon can examine him, gentlemen. 
CROSS ~~A~IINATION. 
By 1vir. Lanning: 
Q. Were there any unsound pieces from any other plaee f 
A. Not t:hat I know of. 
Mr. Lanning: That is alL 
E. S. BIRI{ENW ALD, 
a witness on behalf of the defendant, being duly sworn, tes-
tified as follows: 
Examined by :Mr. Williams : 
·· Q. What is your name1 
A. E. s·. Birkenwald. 
Q. ~Ir .. Birkenwald, how are you now employed f 
.A. I am engineer in the office of the Chief ·Engineer of 
~{aintenanee of Way and Structures on lines· of 
page 32 ~ Southern Raihvay Company, Charlotte,. N ortb 
Carolina. 
Q. Wllat is your capacity Y 
A~ Ci'ril engineer. 
Q. Mr. Bitkenwald, have you made any study of what 
amount of pressure or strain it would require to break away 
the pier at Pinners Point which was ruined on .June 16, 1925¥ 
A. I have. 
Q. How did you get at your data 1 
. .A.. In November, 1928, I came to Norfolk and made an in-
spection of the part of the warehouse that had been blown 
away, also of the part that \Vas replaced, and,. from the in-
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formation that I secured as to the material that was used and 
the v."a.y it was made, how it was nailed, I went back to the 
office and computed the strength the roof had, what kind· of 
load it could carry, and I found it would support a live load of 
twenty-five pounds per square foot, which is the allowable 
live load that is required by the American Railway Engineer-
ing Association and complied with their latest specification. 
Then I further found the holding power of the nails, so that 
if a force were exerted underneath the roof, to blow the com-
plete roof, that is the material, the sheathing and the roofing 
and the furlings, which were all blown off, it would require a 
pressure, having a wind velocity of ninety-eight miles an hour, 
on that surface to lift off that roof. In my computations I 
used the American Railway Eng·ineering\Association allow-
able working stresses, and I also used some in-
page 33 ~ formation furnished by Jacobi, who is professor 
at the University of Cornell, on the holding power 
of nails to determine what tl~ey were good for, and I. can 
furnish all that information if you wish it, I have it with me. 
Q. We do not care to go into all that. You can examine him, 
gentlemen. 
CR.OSS EXAl\IIN.ATION. 
By 1\Ir. Lanning: 
Q. ~ir. ICirkenw·ald, did you ·arrive at your conclusions 
after taking into consideration the age of the timber, and 
the age of the nails, and all that sort of thing, to require the 
velocity of ninety-eight miles an hour? 
A. So far as the a goef the material is concerned, the strue-
ture, from time to time, due to an inspector going over it 
about once a month, the material that is not sound is replaced 
from time to time, so the structure today is just as good as 
when it was put in. 
Q.. How about the nails in the roof'? 
A. If the timber is sound the holding power of the nails 
remains the same. · If the timber rots away, of course the 
nails are not mueh good, but if you have sound timber the 
nails are good. 
Q. They wotild deteriorate a little bit, wouldn't they? You 
don't take out wood twenty years old because it is cracked 
a little a1id is not as strong? The holding· power 
page 34 ~ of 'vood twenty years old is not as good as it was, 
is it? 
A. If you take the way I considered the wind as being· a p-
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plied to this surface, it was coming from underneath,. and the 
only thing that would resist the wind would be the weight of 
your material plus whatever the nails would help you out in 
toe-nailing your material to the trusses, so that whether the 
material was rotten or whether it was sound it does not make 
any difference. You have so much dead weight, and it was 
that deadweight I considered in determining the pressure to 
lift it up. Answering· your question, soundness of material 
has no consideration. 
~Ir. Lanning: That is all. 
0. R. SWEET, 
a witness on behalf of the defendant, being duly sworn, tes-
tified as follows: 
Examined bv Air. Williams: 
Q. How a~e you employed now 1 
A. Boat master, Southern Railway. 
Q. How were you employed June 16, 1925¥ 
A. Same capacity. 
Q. Where were you on the 16th of J nne when that wind-
storm broke loos~ ¥ 
A. Pier 4. 
pag·e 35 ~ By the Court : 
Q. Is that at Pinners Point¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
By J\!Ir. Williams: 
Q. Were you in the pier where it occurred 1 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. Tell the jury the character of that storm? 
A. I saw the storm approaching from the northwest and I 
saw it looked as if it would turn out to be a pretty severe 
storm. I left the pier and went to the office about five min-
utes to lower the windows in my office, and hurried to the 
pier before the storm broke. As I got back into the pier, I 
went out to the front. There is a big opening· to the pier 
where the cars roll into the pier (that is the center of the 
pier), and inside of the door, looking through the opening, 
about the time the storm broke, I would say there was prob-
ably a dozen automobiles sitting out in front of the door, used 
by the employes of the Southern and the Chemical Com-
pany. The storm just ripped the tops off those automobiles 
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-completely. I went on down the pier, knowing there was 
some sugar stored in the pier, and I thought possibly it was 
being damaged, and I thought I would go down and see the 
conditions in the pier. I suppose I had gone as much as one 
hundred feet or. some such matter down the pier; the sky-
lights, the lintels built over those cracks, have sash in them 
possibly eight feet square. The glass in those sky-
page 36 ~ lights began to pop out and blew out one at a time, 
and I had not approached very far before the whole 
sash blew out. I hesitated and of course stopped to see what 
would be the final outcome, and· I would say in a very few 
seconds the elements had become very dark from the storm 
and everything seemed to lighten up, and the whole roof from 
the northwest peeled off-that is about two-thirds the roof 
on that side:-a.nd left the freight and such exposed. I would 
say it did not last at that point over eig·ht or ten seconds. It 
was all over in eight or ten seconds. 
Q. What would you say 'vas the character of that storm, 
from your observation¥ 
A. I am not familiar with a tornado, but I would say if 
there ever was a tornado that was one. It was certainly a 
twister at that point. I would not say what it 'vas at Cape 
Henry, but at Pier 4 I 'vould class it as a twister. 
~Ir. Williams: You can examine him, gentlemen. 
J\iir. Lanning: That is all. 
JOHN S. P AR.J{ER, 
a witness on behalf of the defendant, being duly sworn, tes-
tified as follows: 
Examined by J\iir. Williams: 
Q. What is your name1 
A. John S. Parker. 
Q. Who do you 'vork for? 
page 37 ~ A . .Southern Railway. 
Q. How long have you been working for South-
ern Railway? 
A. Thirty-eight years. 
Q. What is your. position there now? 
A. I am agent for the company at Pinners Point. 
Q. How were you employed the 16th of June, 1925? 
A. In that same capacity. 
Q. Do you recall this storm that tore part of the roof o-ff 
pier No. 4? 
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.A.. Yes, sir, I recall it very distinctly. 
Q. What was your first knowledge of itt 
A. I was down town at the time the storm struck. It was 
on Tuesday, which is Rotary Day, and I had heen down town 
to attend the Rotary Club meeting, and I walked from the 
place-where we had luncheon down to the corner of Court and 
·High S'treets. I was standing talking to a friend a few min-
utes, and all of a sudden a pretty stiff gust of wind came, ac-
companied by some heavy drops of rain. We stepped into a 
drug store until the rain stopped. We started down the street, 
and Mr. Burson, who runs a store there and also at Pinners 
Point, stopped me. 
Q. Don't tell what he told you, but in consequence of what 
he told you what you did 1 · 
A. In consequence of what he told me, I got in touch with 
my office by telephone. Shall I tell what the office told 
met 
page 38· ~ Q. No. What did you dot . 
A. I went immediately to Pinners Point imme-
diately after the consultation. I suppose I arrived about 
three o 'clock. 
Q. Tell the jury what condition you found? 
.A.. When I arrived I found. about two-thirds the roof on 
the north side, beginning at the river end, had been lifted 
over to the other side into the slip and a good portion had 
fallen on the other side and had knocked holes on the other 
side. There was considerable water there and considerable 
freight, consisting of oil, lumber, tobacco, paper and perhaps 
some other stuff. I immediately had some holes bored in the 
floor to let the water run out. I took a gang of men and rolled· 
the tobacco under the end where the roof had been left, to 
get it out of the water. I called another gang of men and 
worked untilll :30 that night transferring the freight which 
had not been seriously damaged to the other side of the ·ware-
house. 
Q. ~1:r. Parker, something has been said here about ship-· 
· ping that tobacco along on its way; what, if anything·, could 
you have done with it f 
A. I know of nothing I could have done to have helped the 
situation at all. l~ e have no facilities for handling damaged 
tobacco. If we had undertaken to open the tobacco, I think 
perhaps the damage would have been greater than it was. 
Q. Do you remember how many hogsheads of tobacco there 
were? 
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A. No, I don't, but I think there were some six 
page 39 ~ or seven cars. I should say there was somewhere 
near a hundred hogsheads of tobacco. The records 
will show what was there. I am talking from memory. 
Q. Were you present when ~Ir. Davis came over and lool<ed 
at the tobacco t 
A. I don't recall whether I was, or not. I have an indis-
tinct recollection of seeing ~Ir. Davis there looking over the 
tobacco. It has been four years ago and my memory along' 
that line is not altogether as clear as it mig·ht be. 
Q. Did those hogsheads show any signs of damage t 
A. They showed some water stains. There is no doubt 
about· the tobacco getting wet and there were some signs of 
that on the hogsheads. 
Q. If I understand you, you had it rolled into a place of 
safety? 
A. That .afternoon. 
Q. Before any other storm came? 
A. Before any other storm came at all? _ 
Q. Mr. Parker, you have general charge of the repairs of 
the Southern Railway? 
A. At Pinners Point, yes, sir. 
Q. Did you examine those timbers after the storm f 
A. Oh, yes. 
Q. Tell the jury what was their condition? 
A. A great number of the timbers were broken, but they: 
were sound. They were timbers say six by four by 
page 40 ~ fourteen or eighteen feet long that snapped like 
pipe stems, but I didn't see an unsound piece of 
timber in the lot. 
lvlr. Williams: You can examine him, gentlemen. 
CROSS EXA~fiNATION. 
By lvlr. Lanning: 
Q. 1\:fr. Parker, how long was the tobacco on the pier after 
this rain? 
.A:. Do you mean before it was for\va.rded? 
Q. Yes, approximately?· 
A. I think about ten days. I think it was forw·arded on 
June 26th. 
Q. ·What time of day did you get over to the pier on the 
16th? ' . . 
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· A. About three o'clock. It might have· been a few minutes 
later than that, but in that vicinity. 
Q. It was not 2 :30 i 
A. No. 
Q. The tobacco had arrived on the pre~eding day? 
A. I don't know the date it arrived, but it was in the ware-
house. 
Q. You say when you g·ot on the. scene you found a part 
'of the ~hed blown off and a lot of water on the floor1 
A. Yes. 
Q. Which indicated it had been quite a heavy downpour~ 
A. Quite a heavy rain. 
page 41 ~ Q. You say you bored holes in the floor 1 
A. Yes, where water had collected on the floor 
and couldn't run off, we bored holes to let it through. 
Q. Did you move the tobacco before you bored the holes? 
A. I can't say about that, but it was all done that after-
noon or night. ' 
Q. What time did you sl1ift the tobacco back¥ 
A. I couldn't say, but I should say between 3:30 and 7 
o'clock. 
Q.. You suspected the tobacco was damaged sonte 1 
A. Yes; I couldn't see how it could be helped. 
Q. You know that 'vater hurts tobacco, doesn't iV? 
A. Yes, it does, indeed. 
Q. Don't you know that the damag·J can be les1;ened or 1nade 
so that there is no damage at all, if the covers are taken 
off and the tobacco dried out-I mean if the tobacco is ex-
posed to the air, it is likely there will he no ·damage at all~ 
A. I don't think so. I can't agree with yon. 
Q. Have you had any experience in drying and handling· to-
bacco? 
A. I have had a great deal of experience in chewing it, and 
after a piece of tobacco is once wet it is not fit to use. 
Q. Have you had any experience in handling tobacco of this 
kind¥ 
A. Absolutely none. 
Q. S'o you don't know what ought to be done 
page 42 ~ with tobacco after it is subjected to rain? 
A. No. I have seen tobacco 'vet and taken out 
of the hogsheads and throw·n away. 
Q. Did you consult any tobacco people? 
A. No, I did not. I made report through the usual. chan-
nel, but what they did with it I don't know. 
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Q. You don't know what was done with the tol-~cco after 
it was rolled back 1 
A. I don't think it was touched, ,so far as opening up is 
concerned, and, in faet, I am certain it 'vas not. 
1\tir. Lanning: That is all. 
W. H. SPE~NCE, 
a witness on behalf of the defendant, being duly sworn, tes-
tified as follows: · 
Examined by 1\fr. Williams: 
Q. What is your name t 
A. W. H. Spence. 
Q. How are you employed? 
A. Chief clerk and executive agent Southern Railway. 
Q. How were you employed June 16, 1925? 
A. The same. 
Q. You just heard ~Ir. Parker say that this tobacco was 
over there on the 16th of June and he thought that it prob-
ably got away -on the 26th of June; tell the jury 
page 43 ~ whether or not the Southern Railway had any-
thing to do with the way that tobacco went away 
from there? 
A. No, sir. The tobacco came in-
J\,fr. Baird: (Interposing) I object to that q1,1estion. I 
clon 't see how he can testify to anything about it. The South-
ern Railway issued· bills of lading to take this tobacco from 
Danville to Norfolk and then to tranship it. They took up 
those bills of lading and issued new bills of lading. There 
is no question here I ln1ow of as to when it should have been 
delivered. I don't see how he knows anything about it. That 
is a question of law. The relation of these carriers is between 
themselves. 
The Court: I imagine that is controlled by the contract 
between the parties. 
Witness·: 1\Ir. "\Villiams, if you will allow me, we would not 
have issued that bill of lading without copy of the contract 
from the steamship company. · 
By t~ Court: 
·Q. Have you got the copy of the contract with the steam-
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ship company¥ That would control-it, of course, the contract 
between ~he steamship company and the railroad company t 
Mr. Baird: . We do not make any complaint about that. 
Mr. Williams: I thought you were making complaint that 
we did not ship it away. 
1\ir. Baird: The complaint is that you did not 
page 44 ~ do anything to remedy it. 
The Defendant rests. 
H. S. SJ\fiTR, 
a witness on behalf of the plaintiff, in rebuttal, being duly 
sworn, testified as follows : ' 
Examined by 1\{r. Lanning = 
Q. Mr. Smith, you are connected with Riden Storage & For-
warding Company, of Newport News! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What position do you hold f 
A. In charge of operations, both inside and in the ware-
houses. · 
Q. What is the business of the Riden Storage & Forward-
ing Company? _ 
A. To rooeive, store and ship tobacco and other commodi-
ties as offered. . 
Q. About how much tobacco does the Riden Storage Com-
pany store and ship each year? 
A. I should say in the- last five years· 've have averaged 
moving through the warehouse approximately one hundred 
thousand hogsheads each year-that is in and out. 
Q. That is tobacco in hogsheads~ 
A. In hogsheads and cases. 
Q. The major. portion in hog·shcadsf 
page 45 ~ A. The major portion in hogsheads. 
Q. The tobacco in hogsheads, is it compressed! 
A. It is all what we call leaf dried tobacco-it has been 
through the drier and the excess moisture taken out and then 
put in hogsheads, and then put into a hydraulic press which 
presses it and the hoops put on after it is pressed. 
Q. It is a right solid mass! 
A. It is compact. The weight of a hog-shead will be about 
a thousand pounds net. 
Q. Have you had any experience in handling tobacco·which 
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A. That is probably the warehouseman's greatest problem. 
Q. Have you had any experience in handling tobacco sub-
ject~d to water and rain f 
A. Practically every year since we have been in business. 
Q. What do you do with tobacco in hogsheads which has 
been subjected to rainY 
A. It depends on the nature of the damage-it depends on 
the cause of the damage. At this particular season of the 
year, tobacco coming up from storage comes up in cars which 
are used during the summer season for potatoes and vege-
tables. In a good many cases the cars come up with the 
ventilators open and fastened across the door openings. 
Storms arise while the tobacco is enroute and the tobacco 
will be damaged by water."' The hogsheads are immediately 
rolled from the car and isolated, and the railroad 
page 46 ~ company notified of the condition and are invited to 
send and inspect the tobacco. Immediately on his 
arrival the cases are removed from the hogsheads and ex-
amination made by the railroad representative and by our 
foreman to develop tl1e extent and cause of the damage. If 
it develops that the water damage is only superficial, the cases 
are allowed to remain from the tobacco two or three davs to 
give it an opportunity to dry out, and as soon as it dev~lops 
the tobacco has dried thoroughly the cases are put on and 
the tobacco allowed to go. If it develops the damage is more 
than superficial and that water has penetrated to considel'-
able extent, the owner of the tobacco is notified so he can send 
a representative, together with the railroad representative, to 
determine the damage and what is necessary to be done to 
remedy the condi1 ion or to secure payment. 
(~. Tobacco in hogsheads which has been subjected to rain, 
as 1 understand it is your invariable practice to take off the 
covers to find out how much the tobncco has been wet f 
A. Absolutely. 
Q. You always do that 1 
A .. Absolutely. 
Q ..... 1.\.nd if you find that the water ha~ 11ot penetrated too 
tleep, you let the tobacco dry off by expo~nre to the air for 
two or three days, and then you put the covers bnck on a11d 
send to destination 1 -
A. Absolutely. 
page 47 ~ Q. \Vhat effcrt do_es that lu\Ye, :\Tr. S'1nith, upon 
the tobacco that has been wet-tliat is, taking off 
1 he covers? Does it diminish the damage or keep the tobacco 
from being damaged at all, if that is done promptly1 
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_ A: Under ordinary conditions if the case is removed from 
the hogsheads as soon as the damage develops and air is _al-
lowed to get at the tobacco, it 'viii dry out without the slight-: 
est visible evidence of damage, and I have never heard a 
single claim for a damage treated in .that manner. On the 
other hand, if the water has penetrated to any extent and the 
~case is not removed, the leaves, where the excess moisture 
remains, will redden. If the water has penetrated to any 
depth in the hogsheads, the tobacco comes soft and mouldy. 
If an exceptional amount of water is allowed to go into the 
hogsheads and reaehes the center of the hogshead, the tobacco 
will, instead of turning red, will turn soggjT and then mouldy 
and then black, which makes it absolutely useless. 
Q. In any event, whether the tobacco has been wet a little 
or not, the taking off of the cover promptly would at least 
have mitigated the damage and made it less! 
A. I should. Even if the to_baceo is entirely wet through, 
the removal of the case will develop the extent of the damage 
and will enable the owner of the tobacco to take the necessary 
stps to have it dried promptly so as to remove the possibility 
of damage. 
Q. You have heard the evidence here this nftet-
page 48 ~ noon that the tobacco was subj~tcd to somQ rain 
'vhich fell for perhaps a half au hour at the time 
the tobacco was inside of hogsheads; if the covers had been 
removed promptly in this case, do you think there would have 
been any damage·~ 
A. I really couldn't say unless I had first examined the 
tobaeeo to fii1d out how deep the water had gone, but I can 
safely say this that if the tohac.co was only slightly wet, that 
the removal of the case wonlrl haYe done away with any possi-
bility of damag-e on those. If the water l1ad penGtratecl the 
tobureo to any considerable depth, nny re-dricr in the state 
would have heen glad to have w·orked the tobacco for the 
(lccount of whom it coneerncd and in all probability have 
sa vetl it all. 
Q. At any rate, the thing· to do wlwn tobacco is subjected 
to rain is to take off the cover~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And if it did not entirely save it all, nt any rate it would 
have lessened the damag·e? 
A. Y cs, sir. 
Q. Is it much of a joh to talm tlw <'OY~rs off? 'nwt sort 
of facilities do yon have to have to take the c-overs off~ 
• 
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A. I can take a claw-hammer and two men and o~di.liiuoy 
cotton hooks and take a case off a hogshead in ten minutes. 
Q. It is not much of a job to take the cover off? 
A. I shouldn't think so. 
Q. Hove you had any experience tecently with 
page 49 } a shed blowing off and tobacco being damaged? · 
rA. Yes, sir; during the past summer our ware-
house No. 31, at Morrison, one of the new open type, frame 
structure, steel clad, about 5 :30 in the morning got in the tail-
end of the path of a cyclone, and the northwest corner of the 
roof and one of the skylights was ripped off, leaving an ex-
posed area of about forty feet-that is forty by forty-and a · 
deluge of rain followed behind it and wet up in the neigh-
borhood of sixty hogsheads of tobacco in that exposed cor-
ner. It happened around the time of morning when the men 
were just coming· into the office to work, and we immediately 
sent a crew of men to the warehouse to remove the tobacco 
from the exposed area, and they rolled the tobacco which 
w·as in various states of dampness down to the further corner 
of the warehouse, which was protected, and immediately pro-
ceeded to remove the cases from all of them. In the mean-
time, another gang had been secured to make temporary re-
pairs to the roof, and it was covered with canvas to keep the 
rain from bei1 ting in. 
Q. The tobacco which 'vas removed, did thnt cleat· up 1 
A. All sixty hogsheads which :we removed, we rolled into 
the aisle and removed the cases; we immediately notified by 
telephone the owner of the tobacco, and he instructed l:o hold 
the tobacco open until he could send a. representative in, which 
he sent in by the next" nig-ht's train. He spent about three 
days in the warehouse with the damag-ed tobacco. 
pag-e 50 ~ Out of the sixty hogsheads which we opened, it de-
veloped fifty-four the flow of air 'vhich had gotten 
on them so quickly after they were exposed to the water, it 
practically eleaned out all the water damage and we were in.:. 
Htructed by tl1e owner to replace the cases on them and put 
them in stock. 'l'he other cases dicln 't dry out, and it was 
necessa r~~ to return those to the re-drier at Lynchburg to be re-
worked there. 
Q. Do you consider that those hogsheads were lessened in 
-v-alue? 
A. I consider opeuiug the sixty-five hogsheads saved the 
tobacco in them. 
l\Ir. Lanning.: That is all. 
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CROSS EXAJ\tiiNATION. 
By Mr. Williams: 
Q. You sa.y you would take the cases .of the hogsheads off 
the tobacco in ten minutes Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. How long would it take you to put them back? 
A. I should say about ten minutes more. 
Q. As soon as you could communicate :with the owners f 
A. Absolutely . 
. Q. And you did what they told you to do? 
A. We went ahead and ripped the cases off and then com-
municated. 
page 51 ~ Q. Where was that tobacco going! 
A. I really don't know. 
Q. It ·was on storage in your warehouse, 'vasn 'tit~ 
A. In storage. 
Q. Absolutely. It was not on a bill of lading going to Lon-
don? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. So far as yon knew, it \Vas going to stay there indefi-
nitely? 
A. Ab~.olutely, except I know that the tobacco was in transit 
for export. 
Q. It might have been shipped out in ten days and it might 
have been there ten months Y 
A. That is possible. 
~{r. '\Villiams : That is aU. 
RE-DIRECT EXA1IIN.ATION. 
By ].fr. Lanning: 
Q. How soon will deterioration set in toh~wco after it is 
wet7 
A. That is a question I really rouldn 't answer. It depends 
entirely on the season of tlw y~ar. In the heated season, 
wl1en it is warm, tobacco deteriorates more rapidly than in 
cold weather. 
: ~ir. Lanning: That is all. 
J 
! 
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page 52 ~ W. L. BENTLEY, JR., 
a witness on behalf of the plaintiff, in rebuttal, be-
ing duly sworn, testified as follows: 
Examined by lVIr. Lanning: 
Q. Mr. Bentley, you are connected with Jones & Company? 
~. 1res, sir. . 
Q. What is the business of Jones & Company~ 
A. General warehouse men. 
Q. How long have you been with Jones & Company 1 
A. About twelve or fourteen years. 
Q. Do you know the years that Jones & Company handled 
any tobacco in hogsheads 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do they handle any tobacco now1 
A. Not at the present time. 
Q. Do they usually l1andle tobacco 1 
A. 1[ es, sir. 
Q. Any amount of it? . . 
A. We usually handle a considerable amount, but the last 
four or five years we have not handled much. 
Q. Several thousand hogsheads a year for seven or eight 
or nine years ~ 
A. Yes, sir, easily that much. 
Q. Did the handling of tobacco come under your super-
vision? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. llave you had any experience in handling wet tobacco 
and protecting it from rain 1 
page 53 ~ .A. Yes, sir .. 
Q. \Vhat. did you all do? . 
A. Of course it depends on the condition of the datnage and 
as far as we can judge to the extent of the damnge we go 
through a re-conditioning process, as \VC call it-remove the 
hog·sheads from the tobacco and let the air get to it, and then 
determine from the condition of the tobn~,co, after a couple 
of days or so, what is necessary to he done to it. 
Q. If the tobacco is wet, subjected to water or rain, you al-
ways take off the covers, do you 1 
A. 1[ es, sir. 
Q. That is invariably the practice, isn't it? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And then as to what is done with the tobacco af!crwar(ls, 
it depends on how badly it is wet·~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
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. Q. \Vhat is the effect of taking off the covers f 
· · A. It has a tendency to dry the tobacco out and lessen the 
damag-e. Sometimes you can put the hogshead~ hack andre-
cooper it and it is not damaged to amount to anything. 
Q. The tobacco is compressed in the hogsheads so that the 
·water does not penetrate very quickly into the tobacco! 
A. No, it does not penetrate very quickly. It is a slow 
process. 
Q. So if the cover is taken off quickly, usually that pre-
. vents damage, doesu 't it f 
page 54~ A. That has been.my experience. 
Mr. Lanning: That is all. . 
CROSS EXA~IINA.TION. 
By Mr. '\\Tilliams: 
Q. '\Vhat. kind of busine~s are yon in? 
A. General warehouse. 
Q. The tobacco you are talking about lS where it is stored 
in the w·arehouse ~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You don't know when that tobacco is to be rell1ovec1? 
A. It might g·o tomorrow or next yenr. \Ve do not !1ave 
any exact time for the removal of it. 
End of testimony. 
And thereupon thP Court instrnetcd the Jury as follows: 
page t)5 ~ :'.l\.". 
·= The defense in this case is that tlw dnmage wl1ich it has been 
agTeed the plaintiff suffered was caused by an act of God. 
[1he hnrden of proof is upon the defendant to show tl1e dnin-
age was so caused and no loss can he eonsiderNl due to an 
act of Ood unless it is brought about without the intervention 
of any human agencr w·hatsoever. ·lDven if an act of God 
occurred it was still the duty of the defendant to usc dne nncl 
reasonable diligcncy to save the goods intrusted to it, and if 
the jin·y believe that the defendant. failed to perform this duty 
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"B". 
The Court instructs the jury if they believe from the evi-
dence that the roof of the warehouse was blown off by an un-
usual, extraordinary and unexpected storm of wind, followed 
by a downpour of rain which wet the tobacco in question and 
caused the 1damage, then .the defendant company would not 
be liable for damag·es and you should find your verdict for the 
defendant, provided you should believe from the evidence that 
after the tobacco had been subject to rain, the defendant used 
such care and diligence as a reasonably prudent person would 
have taken to care for the tobacco. 
Granted. 
page 57 ~ Note : After argument of counsel, the jury re-
turned the following verdict: 
vVe; the jury, find for the plaintiff, and assess the damages 
in the sum of $2,250.00 with interest from J unc 16, 1925. 
\VEIR D. IIUTTON, Foreman.·· 
~Ir. \Villiams: 'rhe defendant, by counsel, moves the court 
to set aside said verdict as contrarv to the law and the" evi-
dence and enter up judgment for the. defendant. 'fhe grounds 
of this motion are as follows: 
(1) The first defense was to the effect that the roof of the 
warehouse was blown off by an a~.t of God. The undisputed 
testimony of offieials at the vVeather Bureau in the City of 
Norfolk, of l\Tr. Friedman and others, showed conclusively 
that the wind and storm was unusual, extraordinary and un-
expected, and such occurrences constitute an act of God. It 
was shown conclusively that the warel1ouse was in first class 
eondition and built of standard emistrnction; that many other 
structures were blown away by the s·ame wind. 
I, thercfol'e, submit that if the jury found_ to the contrary, 
their Yerdict. is rontrary to the evidence and should bo set 
aside. · 
(2) Assuming that the wetting of the outside of the hogs-
lwads """as dne to an act of God, and, therefore, that the do-
44: Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia. 
fendant is not liable, we come to the second point in the case .. 
The plaintiff contends that even if this be so, that 
page 58 ~ the carrier did not take proper care of the tobacco 
after it had been subject to the rain. 
As I understand the lair, the carrier is bound to use rea-
sonable care, diligence and skill in the protection of cargo as 
long as it is in its possession. The facts in this case sho'v 
that the tobacco 'vas subject to a rain that lasted only a few 
minutes. The railroad of,ficials had no facilities for uncoop-
ering hogsheads and no means of sorting the tobacco and dry-
ing it out. The tobacco was enroute to London and a. ship 
might call for it at any date. Suppose the tobacco had been 
uncoopered and the ship had come ready to take it away, the 
shipper would doubtless have claimed that v-.re had converted 
the property, and would have sued the carrier for the whole 
value of the carg·o, which amounted to a very large sum of 
money, there being more than a hundred hogsheads of to-
bacco. 
The carrier bad no means of knowing that the rnin had 
penetrated through the wooden casings to the tobacco. 
Furthermore, the carrier called upon 1\Ir. William Holmes 
Davis, the agent of the shipper, and asked him to come to 
the warehouse; and ~Ir. Davis testified that he did, that the 
hogsheads were rolled over so that he could examine them 
carefully, and that he saw no evidence of water damage. He 
made no request that the tobacco be uncoopered, did not cable 
the owner of the tobacco for iustructions as to what should 
be done, and if Mr. Davis, the representative of the 
page 59 ~ cargo owners, saw no evidence of water damage, 
why should the carrier be supposed to know more 
than he did and take the chances of ripping the covers off the 
tobacco when there appeared to be no occasion therefor¥ 
I submit that if the carrier had uncoopered the tobacco 
and it had been found not to be damaged, it would certainly 
have been liable to the shipper for such improper conduct. 
Further, more than that, according to the plaintiff's con-
tention, the tobacco had been wetted by the rain and if the 
tobacco had been uucoopered and the tobacco sorted and dried 
out, surely this expense would have fallen upon the shipper,. 
assuming· that the destruction of the shed was an act of God. 
There was no a.ttempt. on the part of the plaintiff to show 
what this would have cost, which could easily havo been done, 
and certainly whatever that would have cost should be de-
ducted from· the amou~1t of the verdict of $2,250. 
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Note: Which motion the court overruled and refused to' en-
ter up a verdict for the defendant, and to this ruling and ac-
tion of the court the defendant then and there excepted. 
page 60 ~ I, Allan R. Hanckel, Judge of the Circuit Court 
of -the City of Norfolk, Virginia, who presided over 
the foregoing trial, do certify that the foregoing is a true 
and correct copy or report of the testimony and other inci-
dents of the trial in the case of Cohen Weenen & Company v. 
Southern Railway Company, tried in the Circuit Court of the 
City of Norfolk, Virginia, August 5, 1929, and that the attor-
neys for the plaintiff had reasonable notice, in writing, of the 
time and place when said report of the testimony and other 
incidents of the trial would be tendered and presented to the 
undersigned for verification. The exhibits above referred to 
are separately certified. 
Given under my hand this 14 day of August, 192~). 
ALLAN R. HANCI{EL, Judge. 
I, Cecil 1\L Robertson, Clerk of the Circuit Court of the 
City of Norfolk, Virginia, do hereby certify that the fore-
going copy of report of the testimony and other incidents of 
the trial in case of Cohen W eenen & Company v. Southern 
Railway Company was filed with me a.s Clerk of said Court 
on the 14 day of August, 1929. 
CECIL lL ROBERTSON, Cieri{. 
By EDW. L. BRE·EDEN, JR., D. C. 
page 61 ~ Virginia : 
In the Clerk's Office of the Circuit Court of the City of 
Norfolk, on the 23rd day of At1gust, 1929. 
I, Cecil :J\L Hohertson, Clerk of the aforesaid Court, hereby 
certify that the foregoing transcript includes the papers filed 
and the proceedings had thereon in the case of Cohen vV eenen 
& Company, a corporation, against Southern Railway Com· 
pany, a corporation, defendant, lately pending in our said 
Court. 
Supreme Court of .Appeals of Virginia. 
I further certify that the sa.me was not made up and com-
pleted and delivered, until the plaintiff had received due no-
tice thereof and of the intention of the defendant to apply 
to th Supreme Court of A.ppeals of ·virginia for a writ of 
error and supersedeas to the judgment herein. 
Teste: 
CECIL 1\f. ROBER~rS'ON, Clerk. 
By ED\V. T.J. BREEDEN, JR., 
Dep. Ck. 
Fee for transcript $19.25. 
A Copy-Teste: 
H. STE'V ART JONES, C. C. 
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